HOLLAND:
YOUR PORTAL TO
OFFSHORE WIND POWER

Introduction
Holland: Your Portal to Offshore Wind Power
In order to successfully take the next step in your development as an operator, manufacturer, or investor in
the offshore wind supply chain, it’s important to start in the right place.

Holland: The Right Place
The North Sea is the most important location in the world for offshore wind farms, thanks to the beneficial
wind conditions and relatively shallow waters. The Netherlands has a strategically advantageous geographic
location: its seaports border all offshore wind farms in operation, under construction, or under development
in the United Kingdom, Belgium, Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands itself. Dutch seaports have proven
to be a high quality, safe, and cost-effective operational base for leading international offshore wind energy
companies.
Moreover, the Netherlands is a leader in wind energy. This offers a favorable environment for companies
looking to accelerate business growth. We know wind power!

Holland: Space for Business to Grow
The Dutch government sees offshore wind energy as a key driver of economic growth and innovation. We give
organizations the opportunity to do what they do best: develop, renew and sustain their business. You can
therefore be sure that the Dutch government, as well as any Dutch partners involved, will facilitate your
offshore wind energy ideas at all levels to the best of their ability.
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NORTH SEA
THE RIGHT PLACE

Over 70% of existing (and planned) European offshore wind farms are located here, with
an estimated growth in capacity to 90 GW*).
Direct Access, Short Distances Renowned international companies
in the supply chain recognize this natural competitive advantage and
choose Dutch seaports as a high-quality and safe base from which to
perform their offshore operations as cost-effectively as possible. All
ports are North Sea deep-water ports, with open access to sea and
inland areas, and with low tidal ranges. These characteristics are
indispensable for the immense logistical operations necessary in the
supply and assembly of turbine components and the installation,
operation and maintenance of wind farms. In addition, the ports all
have excellent infrastructures and facilities, such as reinforced quays,
heliports, heavy mobile cranes, and grid connections. And, most
importantly, they’re only a short trip away from Europe’s biggest wind
farms.
Opportunities for Entrepreneurs The increasing size of the
offshore wind turbines is no obstacle for the Dutch seaports. It offers
manufacturers the space to assemble their wind turbines as efficiently
as possible, and thus, as close as possible to the ports themselves. In
most European ports on the North Sea, space is scarce where some
locations must cope with turbine components’ insufficient supply
capabilities. Not in the Netherlands. We have the space, and are ready
to set up facilities tailored to your wishes.

*) source: European Wind Energy Association
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Superior Logistics The increasing volume of offshore wind turbines
requires superior logistics. Not only due to cost, but more so because
of the risks. When you have poor logistics, costs increase exponentially,
and with a share of 20% of total construction costs, logistics is a major
factor in wind farm construction. The key advantages of the
Netherlands include its strategic geographic location in the middle of
the main European markets, a dense, high-quality infrastructure, the
Port of Rotterdam, and Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, ranked as Europe’s
best airport for both cargo and passenger transport. Dutch seaports
form the most efficient connection between important European
shipping routes and the vast hinterland.
Lower Costs Inland waterways transport, in combination with a
seaport terminal, is crucial to minimize operational costs. The
Netherlands is the number one country in Europe for deep-sea
shipping, and the largest transhipment point for deep-sea and shortsea shipping. Dutch ports outperform many other North Sea ports
because of the resulting significantly lower in- and outbound logistics
costs: on average, one third of the costs of other European sites.

The Right Place
Facts
The Netherlands’ strategic central location offers a significant
edge in serving the world’s largest consumer and industrial
market, and it does so cost effectively:
• First place in EUROSTAT’s ranking of deep-sea shipping
• Largest volume of transhipment in deep-sea and
short-sea shipping
• First place in the DHL Global Connectedness Index 2012
• The Port of Rotterdam is Europe’s largest seaport
• Amsterdam Airport Schiphol named best Airport in
Western Europe in 2014
• Fastest internet connection in EMEA in Akamai’s ranking
in Q4 2013
• A state of the art, 100% digital, advanced fiber-optic network
• Home to Europe’s largest internet hub
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HOLLAND
ACCELERATE YOUR BUSINESS GROWTH

The Netherlands is committed to achieving EU climate goals, and has set a target of
increasing the use of renewable energy to 16 % of total consumption by 2023. Offshore wind
energy plays an important role in reaching that goal. The Dutch government wants to
strengthen its top position in offshore wind, and is committed to supporting and stimulating
innovation. The ‘Top Sector Energy’*), as a public~private partnership with attractive incentive
schemes, has therefore made offshore wind innovation a priority.
Business~Friendly Authorities For centuries, the Netherlands has
been a nation of traders. To ensure this longstanding tradition endures,
the Dutch government has created a competitive tax regime that
stimulates entrepreneurship and foreign investment in the
Netherlands. The Dutch government operates in a transparent and
reliable way, to facilitate business.

able to guarantee the most important drivers in ‘innovation location‘
choices for foreign investors.

Incentive Schemes for the Offshore Wind Sector
The Dutch government offers outstanding incentive schemes
compared to other North Sea countries (source IMD). The following
programs are of importance to foreign investors:

Conducive Innovation Environment Holland’s open innovation
approach and well~organized public-private partnerships offer a
favorable environment for companies looking to accelerate business
growth. Together with a mindset of creativity, collaboration, and
reliability - and a top scientific sector - Holland is
*) http://topsectorenergie.nl/english/
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Stimulation of Sustainable Energy Schemes (SDE+)
SDE+ compensates producers for the difference in costs between the
generation of renewable energy and energy derived from fossil fuel.
This difference is called the ‘unprofitable component’ and for offshore
wind techniques compensation is provided for a period of 15 years.

Holland
Facts
• One of the highest labor productivity levels in Europe
• One of the lowest percentages of days lost to strikes within
the EU
• Transparent, reliable and business-friendly government
• A competitive fiscal climate
• Clarity and certainty in advance on taxes
• Well educated, cosmopolitan, multilingual productive work
force
• Superb quality of life for employees
• Major hub for international business

Demonstration Projects Energy Innovation (DEI)
This program provides funding for demonstrations of products,
processes or services. Eligible projects include energy conservation,
and projects which generate and support the use of renewable energy.

TKI-Wind op Zee The Top consortium for Knowledge and Innovation
Offshore Wind (TKI Wind op Zee) is part of the Dutch Topsector Policy
that targets the further development of successful industry sectors
through research and development in cooperation with Universities
and Knowledge Institutes. Please contact TKI Wind op Zee for more
information, terms and conditions, and how to apply to the programs at
www.tki-windopzee.nl.

IMD Global Competitiveness Rankings 2014 compared to other
North Sea countries:
• First in:
- Attractive incentives schemes
- Openness of the public sector to foreign bidders
- Open national culture for foreign ideas
- Public sector contracts open to foreign investors
- Real corporate taxes (which encourages entrepreneurial
activity)
• Second in:
- Availability of skilled labor
• Third in:
- Development and application of technology
- Knowledge transfer between companies and universities
- Quick conversion of green technology into competitive
advantages
- Productive labor regulations

Excellent Public-Private Organization Well-organized publicprivate partnerships are unique to the Netherlands. Parties know each
other well and know how to get the best out of each other. This
enhances the business climate, and reduces the time to market for
innovations. This means faster returns of Investment. In terms of the
IMD rankings for opportunities for foreign investors in the public
sector, the Netherlands is in first place compared to other North Sea
countries.
Open to Foreign Ideas The Dutch are internationally oriented by
nature. In fact, in the IMD rankings for openness to foreign ideas, the
Netherlands is placed first compared to other North Sea countries. This
outlook is a driver for innovation and offers a competitive advantage
for expanding product development and manufacturing.
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HOLLAND
THE RIGHT LEVEL
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Offshore
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Wind Farm
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Dutch Offshore Wind Sector
(Still) weak

Average

Strong

Very strong

Growth Opportunities The Netherlands is home to many companies

Your Company As much as we believe that Holland offers a highly

and institutions with invaluable competencies throughout the offshore
wind energy supply chain. Due to its excellent track record in the oil
and gas industry and its soil and marine engineering, the Netherlands
offers a solid and reliable base for entrepreneurs to enter the European
market. The total capacity of wind energy in the North Sea in operation,
under construction and under development amounts to around 90 GW.
The ambitions of Dutch (and European) governments regarding
offshore wind energy in the North Sea requires a strengthening of the
Dutch offshore wind energy supply chain. Entrepreneurs can find many
opportunities in the Dutch offshore wind sector. There are prime
opportunities in particular for offshore cable manufacturing companies
and companies looking for turbine assembly and manufacturing sites
in the Netherlands.

strategic location to your company, we also believe that your company
can be of major strategic importance to the Dutch offshore
industry. There are particularly strong opportunities in the following
sectors:
• Wind turbine design; production and/or assembly
• Design and production of blades
• Tools, vessels and monitoring equipment for Operation and
Maintenance
• Design and production of high voltage electrical equipment

Expand Your Business Make the most of the strategic locations of
the Dutch seaports, the leading knowledge in the Dutch offshore wind
sector, the strong logistics performance on land, at sea, and in the air,
the cosmopolitan, flexible, and skilled workforce, and our financial and
strategic support in finding the right business partners. Expand your
business efficiently, come to the Netherlands!
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Increased Profitability The Netherlands provides an excellent
climate for innovation. Intellectual property rights are well-protected,
and tax exemptions are available for R&D activities. The Dutch Top
Consortium for Knowledge and Innovation Offshore Wind (TKI Wind op
Zee) facilitates cooperation between government, industry, research
institutes and universities in offshore wind research, development,
innovation, and implementation. Its R&D program aims to increase
profitability, efficiency, and acceleration of new technologies to market.
The TKI Wind op Zee research areas are:
1) support structures
2) optimization of the wind power plant
3) internal electrical network and grid connection
4) transportation, installation, and logistics
5) operations and maintenance

One Step Ahead with Leading Dutch R&D Institutes The
Netherlands is among the world’s leading research nations in terms of
wind energy. The Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands, the
Knowledge Center WMC, Delft University of Technology, TU/e, RUG,
Deltares, NIOZ, IMARES, MARIN and NLR are enablers and catalysts for
manufacturers, project developers, owners, operators, investors, and
governments and NGOs.

Dutch Offshore Wind Sector The Dutch on- and offshore wind
energy supply chain employs approximately 8,000 people (2012) and
contributes 1.1 billion Euros to GDP. Fifty-nine percent of the total wind
energy turnover of 3 billion Euros is generated by offshore power.
Significant annual growth in employment is estimated in the sector.
NWEA - the Netherlands Wind Energy Association (www.nwea.nl) - has
more than 450 members (onshore and offshore) comprising a wide
range of wind turbine developers, energy companies, wind turbine
owners, suppliers of components, services, consultants, and
representatives from the R&D community and universities. NWEA
represents member interests on both the national and international
political stages. Dutch ports have important natural advantages
because of their prime North Sea location as well as excellent
hinterland conditions in terms of logistics, culture, stability and nature.
The forthcoming Dutch roll out of offshore wind will generate
additional benefits of scale for foreign and domestic users of the Dutch
ports. NWEA therefore sees Dutch ports as important assets for the
upcoming boom in business and supports offshore wind development
in Dutch ports.

Continuous Innovation The Netherlands wants to reduce the cost of
offshore wind energy by 40% by 2020. Continuous innovation is key to
achieving that. To lower the perceived risk for investors, and facilitate
easy market entry for these innovations, TKI Wind op Zee is developing
public-private test and demonstration sites, which offer a favorable
environment for companies looking to accelerate business growth.
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HOLLAND
YOUR PORTAL TO OFFSHORE
WIND POWER

Harlingen

Eemshaven

Den Helder

IJmuiden
Amsterdam
Rotterdam

Vlissingen

Offshore Wind at North Sea 90 GW

in operation, under construction, or under development
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The Netherlands is committed to achieving EU

Excellent Public Private Partnership between

climate goals, and has set a target of increasing the

Government-Industry-Knowledge Institutes

use of renewable energy

offers the ultimate opportunity to test and demonstrate

to 16%

innovations in a realistic environment within
Dutch Offshore Demonstrations Sites.

of total consumption by 2023.
Industry

- Enhancement of Business Climate
- Faster Returns of investment

The Dutch government strives to achieve

20% less CO2
emissions in 2020.

INNOVATION AND
DEMONSTRATION

The Netherlands wants to reduce the cost of
offshore wind energy by

40%

by 2020

Knowledge Institutes

(in comparison with 2010).

Dutch marketshare is
approximately

25%

Dutch Government

Innovations focussed on:
- Reduction Levelised Cost
of Energy (LCoE)
- Reduction Time to Market

Dutch ‘Top Tech Policy’
Supports and stimulates
Offshore Wind Innovations

Please contact ‘TKI Wind op Zee’ if your company has
of the

innovations that could be included in a demonstration

European offshore wind market.

project.

Dutch Aim for Offshore Wind Power
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PORT OF AMSTERDAM
EFFICIENT 2 IN 1 WITH IJMUIDEN

Superior Logistics
Mission & Vision As the world’s
largest gasoline port and secondlargest coal port of Europe,
Amsterdam is a leading player in
fossil energy market and rising in
renewable energy. The port
business community possesses
an abundance of expertise and
experience. It has an extensive,
state-of-the-art infrastructure for
the transhipment and storage of
energy sources. Offshore wind is
part of this new energy mix.
Strategy Port of Amsterdam
offers a leading industrial complex with numerous intermodal
connections. With ample space to
accommodate production–
related investments and a good
climate to do so. It currently
offers existing terminal space and
infrastructure for intermediary
storage and related logistics.
Part of our strategy is participation in the Amsterdam IJmuiden
Offshore Port (AYOP), a public and
private partnership in the North
Sea Canal area. With a shared
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focus on offshore energy we
provide a unique network and
plenty of space in a highly accessible and central location in
Europe.
Shared ambition Within AYOP
we share the ambition to service
the total life cycle of offshore
wind; Installation, operation &
maintenance, renewal/refurbishment and decommissioning
offshore wind energy farms in a
radius of 180 nautical miles from
the coast in the North Sea.
Knowledge institutes Energy
Research Netherlands (ECN), TNO,
Sciencepark Watergraafsmeer,
Deltares, Ecofys, and several
universities are located within a
radius of approximately 40
kilometre. Considering the
distances, we have a shared base
of institutes with Amsterdam and
the Netherlands.

www.portofamsterdam.nl

Supply Chain
These companies, among others,
provide the full range of offshore
wind spectrum, whether financing,
inspection and advisory services,
cable handling and storage to ship
conversion as well as terminal
storage catering for heavy lifting:
- Ballast Nedam
- Biglift Shipping/Spliethoff
- Deep Hydrography
- Fugro
- Mammoet
- MTC/Falck Nutec
- Pontis Engineering
- RentOcean
- SGS inspections
- Shipdock/Damen
- Typhoon Offshore
- Niron Staal

Wind Farm Projects:
- Westermeerwind
- Individual parts storage for
example for array and export
cables
- Foating storage transition pieces
and land wind turbines

Type of port

Production-, import-/export-, serviceport

Maximum draught port

13,7 m

Width of port entrance

45 m (lock width)

Average tide range

Non tidal

Infrastructural restrictions
(bridges, locks, power lines)

Max dimensions on lock: beam 45 m x LOA 350 m

Heavy mobile cranes available

5 x 100 ton gantry
2 x 105 ton Liebherr
1 x 100 ton Gottwald
250 ton - 1200 ton crawler available

Possibility to tranship assembled materials for wind turbines
day and night

24/7 h operations permitted

Offices available for rent

On site(s) 1.600 m2. Within 5 km radius > 10.000 m2.

Available offshore sites for sale/lease

130 ha

Stevedoring companies

5 units:
AST, USA, MEO, Waterland Terminal, VCK Logistics

Total length of quay for offshore

1.700 m

Loading capacity quay

20 ton / m2

Jack-up possibilities

Yes, limited

Number of mooring berths for jack-up vessels

3

Total length of jetty for service vessels

2 locations > 100 m

Test location(s) available

ECN testfarm < 35 km

Heliport available

In port, Amsterdam Heliport

Distance to airport

30 km Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

References wind farms

Land turbine transhipment Westermeerwind
(in shore)

Testimonial
WIND
“Amsterdam offers our company,
which is specialized in
transhipment of offshore cables,
the best infrastructure possible
with outstanding accessibility, fine
inland waterways and most major
offshore wind farms within a
day’s- reach.”
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PORT OF DEN HELDER
SPACE FOR ENTREPRENEURS

Speed is Our Lead
Our Ambition is to make a
difference through speed. The
port of Den Helder is a real
pit-stop port. Speed is our lead,
both to the quay and at sea.
Our Mission is to make the Port
of Den Helder the logistics
knowledge and service hub for
the southern North Sea. Our
international seaport offers
plenty of space and possibilities.
We provide room for development
focused on sustainability. With
the airport, and thanks to the very
favorable geographic location,
our port provides plenty of
possibilities for water-related
companies. Due to the variety of
civil and maritime companies,
Den Helder offers more than just
activities. Knowledge and
research, training and educational institutions are also located
here. Additionally, the Port of Den
Helder is home to the fleet of the
Royal Netherlands Navy.

In Our Vision change is the only
constant factor.
Our Strategy is to facilitate and
stimulate economic growth for
port companies and maritime
industry knowledge and training
institutions. We achieve this
through an excellent service to
users of our port, by regulating
the use of the port, as well as
more quay space and plots. We
also do this through professional
and customer oriented hospitality, through a comprehensive and
connected chain of suppliers and
services, and through development of the port into an attractive
and versatile hub for the offshore
industry.

www.portofdenhelder.eu
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Testimonial
Bluestream
“The strength of the central
logistics function in the North of
Holland, guaranteed by its location
and instantly accessible facilities
for the offshore industry, is
fundamental to efficient, wellinvested, and socially aware
business. The port’s primary air and
water facilities are the basis for
proper development and growth of
offshore wind. We’re also supported
by its maritime knowledge and
historical support for the Oil & Gas
sector. Other important factors
include training, education, and
comprehensive cooperation with
the Royal Navy, which continues to
grow. The social connection with
the labor market, broad
opportunities for new people, and
the relevant support from the Port
of Den Helder and local and
regional governments add an extra
dimension to our capabilities.”

Type of port

Serviceport

Maximum draught port

10 m

Width of port entrance

230 m

Average tide range

1,80 m

Infrastructural restrictions
(bridges, locks, power lines)

None

Heavy mobile cranes available

Yes

Possibility to tranship assembled materials for wind turbines
day and night

Yes, (depends on cargolength)

Offices available for rent

Yes, on several locations available

Available offshore sites for sale/lease

50 – 140 hectare

Stevedoring companies

Peterson, Den Helder Support Service DHSS, Seamar

Total length of quay for offshore

3360 m

Loading capacity quay

4 ton/m2

Jack-up possibilities

Negotiable.

Number of mooring berths for jack-up vessels

-

Total length of jetty for service vessels

695 meter

Test location(s) available

Not yet. Negotiable.

Heliport available

Den Helder Airport and Schiphol Amsterdam Airport

Distance to airport

Den Helder Airport 0-4 km
Schiphol Amsterdam Airport 80 km

References wind farms

• High-quality knowledge and technology, research
and testing of fibre reinforced plastics and wind
turbines, sea and marine research & ecology.
• Training and education.
• Logistics, transport and installation.
• Technical services and maintenance,
• Health, safety, survey, environment & quality
control and search & rescue.
• Construction and metal works

Peterson
“The operational costs for
operators are rising. It is therefore
sensible to study possibilities for
sharing capacity and thus costs.
Because sharing is obviously
cheaper. If you ensure a ship is
fully loaded rather than sailing with
an almost empty deck, and thus
supply several platforms with one
vessel before returning to the port,
you can help several companies cut
costs. Our total overview enables us
to bring supply and demand
together. For Den Helder, there are
opportunities to expand and
become the primary port of the
southern North Sea. From here, we
can also supply the locations in the
British area. Once the suppliers who now operate in several
locations along the North Sea
- realise that a base in one location
is essential, Den Helder will be
ready. We have those possibilities
and we can use them to optimal
effect.”
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PORT OF EEMSHAVEN
GRONINGEN SEAPORTS

Hub in Offshore Logistics
Eemshaven is perfectly situated
as an offshore hub. Thousands of
wind turbines will be built in the
North Sea over the coming years,
and Eemshaven offers a wide
range of opportunities for the
offshore wind sector. The distance to the wind farms is short
and due to uncongested roads
and ports and efficient logistics,
waiting times are minimal. Over
100 hectares are available for
offshore facilities. But there are
more reasons why Eemshaven is
referred to as “the base port and
future service port for the offshore wind industry”:
• Direct access to the North Sea,
no locks
• Within nautical range of
planned wind farms (low costs)
• Tax advantages as tonnage tax
regime for the operational
vessels (ETR less than 5%)
• Competitive purchase and
lease prices
• Multimodal accessibility, close
to airport and rail
• Sufficient paved/unpaved
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storage area available (also
adjacent to quay)
• Heavy cargo storage areas and
equipment available
• Development of a heliport
(2016)
• Experience in recent offshore
wind farm projects
Testimonials
Van Oord:
“Eemshaven is one of the most
important ports for offshore wind
situated in the northern part of
the Netherlands!”
Siemens:
“Eemshaven is ideally suited for
maintenance of offshore wind
farms!”
Seaway Heavy Lifting:
“Eemshaven is key to our performance for offshore wind farms in
Germany!”

www.groningen-seaports.com

In the Northern Netherlands
many companies are active in
offshore wind throughout the
entire supply chain, ranging
from blade production and
hydrography to heavy logistics.
Because energy is a major
theme in the Province of
Groningen, we have a
well~established network of
government bodies, companies
and knowledge institutes:
NOM is the foreign direct
investment agency for the Northern
Netherlands. With the Ministry of
Economic Affairs as their main
shareholder, NOM’s goal is to assist
companies in setting up their
business in the best possible way.
NNOW (Northern Netherlands
Offshore Wind) is open to any
company that is or wants to
become active in our region in
offshore wind. Besides networking,
knowledge exchange and
promotion and acquisition
activities, NNOW also devotes
ample attention to business
development and the training of
adequately qualified personnel.
Type of port

Base port
Service port

Maximum draught port

12 m (14 m in 2017)

Width of port entrance

200 m to sail
(400 m between the piers)

Average tide range

2.5 m

Infrastructural restrictions (bridges, locks, power lines)

No infrastructural restrictions

Heavy mobile cranes available

Yes

Possibility to tranship assembled materials for wind turbines
day and night

Yes (assembled three-blades rotor up to 130 m
diameter)

Offices available for rent

3750 m2

Available offshore sites for sale/lease

Over 100 ha

Stevedoring companies

4 units: Orange Blue Terminal, Sealane, Wagenborg
and Wijnne Barends

Total length of quay for offshore

5,085 m (private and public quays)

Loading capacity quay

30 ton/m2 (220 m in 2015)

Jack-up possibilities

Yes, in front of several quays

Number of mooring berths for jack-up vessels

10 (including Beatrixhaven in 2015)

Total length of jetty for service vessels

700 m

Test location(s) available

6 test locations for future offshore wind turbines

Heliport available

< 10 km (operational in 2016)

Distance to airport

Groningen Airport 30 km
Bremen Airport 160 km
Amsterdam Airport 200 km

References wind farms

Borkum Riffgat, MEG Offshore, Riffgrund 1, Borkum
West 2, Alpha Ventus, Bard Offshore 1, Global Tech 1,
Gemini

Energy Valley acts as a networking
organization to stimulate
information exchange and
cooperation between public and
private partners. We work closely
with all our partners in this
foundation to stimulate innovations
of sustainable energy,
employability and economic
development.
The region provides a wide range of
education and training facilities.
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen and
Hanzehogeschool offer higher,
scientific and post-graduate
education. The Energy Academy
Europe is an international center of
excellence in energy education and
technical vocational education is
provided by the Energy College.
Noorderpoort College offers
certified courses and training in
the field of offshore wind, using
practice rooms and simulators.
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PORT OF HARLINGEN
COMPACT AND COMPLETE

Offshore Maintenance
Strong Niche The Port of Harlingen is focused on the niche of
offshore maintenance. With its
combination of large amounts of
quay space for storage and
offshore wind energy specialist
companies, and a relatively
favorable price / performance
ratio, Harlingen provides a sound
business case for your maintenance activities.
Qualified Personnel The Port of
Harlingen is a relatively small port
where the existing maritime
companies know each other well.
Due to the short effective lines of
communication it is easy to
obtain expertise in a flexible
manner. The Port of Harlingen is
also part of a reliable regional
network, the Northern Netherlands Offshore Wind (NNOW). This
extensive network guarantees
sufficient labor resources to
execute your business activities
as cost effectively as possible. In
Harlingen, you have the best of
both worlds: flexibility and mass.
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Continuous Innovation The
companies in Harlingen Seaport
constantly invest in innovations
to be able to perform the specialist tasks that offshore wind
energy demands as quickly and
as cost-effectively as possible.
This translates to a state-of-theart fleet which has been developed in collaboration with universities and research institutions.
Harlingen also leads the way with
the first bachelor-degree program
in offshore wind offered by the
NHL University of Applied
Science.

www.harlingenseaport.nl

Dedicated Offshore Companies
Windpowercentre
Windpowercentre is an
independent facilitating company
for the wind turbine industry. It
offers an ideal environment for
assembly, maintenance, and
storage, and is accessible for
extremely long and heavy
transport.
www.windpowercentre.nl

Type of port

base- and serviceport

Maximum draught port

7,5 m

Width of port entrance

40 m

Average tide range

1,80 m

Infrastructural restrictions (bridges, locks, power lines)

None

Heavy mobile cranes available

Yes

Possibility to tranship assembled materials for wind turbines
day and night

Yes, depends on cargolength and wide

Offices available for rent

Yes, on several locations

Available offshore sites for sale/lease

30 ha

Stevedoring companies

Multiple companies

Total length of quay for offshore

1450 m

Loading capacity quay

4 ton/m2

Jack-up possibilities

Yes

Number of mooring berths for jack-up vessels

1

Total length of jetty for service vessels

Negotiable

Test location(s) available

Yes

Heliport available

Den Helder Airport 60 km
Eelde Airport 100 km
Drachten 57 km

Distance to airport

Den Helder Airport 60 km
Eelde Airport 100 km
Lelystad Airport 100 km

References wind farms

Transport of material and crew, assembly-activities
and storage area of windturbines for multiple
offshore windfarms.

SeaZip Offshore Service
Specialized in customized logistics
solutions for the development,
construction, and operation of
offshore wind farms. SeaZip offers
sophisticated service vessels and
excellent shipping management,
for outstanding and safe
performance in even the most
challenging circumstances. SeaZip
boasts the fastest vessels in their
class, designed in collaboration
with TU Delft, offering fast and
comfortable cruises to and from
the wind farms, including two
aluminium catamarans for offshore
crew transport, offshore transport,
and offshore onsite dive surveys.
The ships are rented, and staffed
with specially trained crew.
SeaZip is part of JR Shipping.
www.seazip.com
Abis Shipping
Abis distinguishes itself with
special ships, favorable operating
costs, professional and experienced
crews, and expert nautical support.
Abis has a fleet of heavy cargo
offshore ships, some of them with a
Dynamic Positioning system, to
ensure the vessels can remain
stationary at sea. This makes
loading and unloading at sea quick,
easy, and safe. For example the
D-series vessels have a hold length
of more than 80 meters. These
ships are extremely well suited for
transporting the latest
windturbine-parts due to the
length of their hold and long cargo
deck.www.abisshipping.nl
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PORT OF ROTTERDAM
COMPLETE MARITIME CLUSTER

Endless Possibilities
The biggest port in Europe offers
a complete maritime cluster with
a variety of shipyards, breakbulk
terminals, specialized service
providers and industrial companies, all dedicated to provide their
(offshore) customers with the
best service possible. Everything
you might possibly need, you will
find in the Port of Rotterdam. This
makes Rotterdam the preferred
base for storage, production,
conversion, assembly and shipment of offshore wind components and a perfect location for
the coordination of offshore wind
farm construction and maintenance.
Unique Location With a prime
position in the North Sea at the
mouth of the river Rhine, the Port
of Rotterdam has a truly unique
location. Numerous shipping
connections secure an efficient
supply chain for all equipment
from around the world. Unhindered by tides and locks and with a
maximum draft of almost 24
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meters even the largest offshore
units and vessels can access the
Port of Rotterdam 24/7. There
they can make use of its state-ofthe-art breakbulk terminals,
excellent offshore facilities and
an unmatched number of maritime service providers.
Innovation and Education The
Port of Rotterdam offers the
highest quality of service. Specialized educational institutions
guarantee a constant flow of
dedicated professionals. A
world-renowned offshore safety-training specialist provides all
necessary offshore training right
in the port area. And by stimulating innovation, with for example
an innovation campus and an
innovation test site, the Port of
Rotterdam ensures it stays on top
of its game, now and in the
future.

www.portofrotterdam.nl

Endless Possibilities
Over 30,000 sea-going vessels and
more than 100,000 inland vessels
call into Rotterdam each year,
making Rotterdam Europe’s largest
logistics hub and one of the
biggest seaports in the world. And
with Rotterdam often being the
first port of call, all cargo arrives in
Rotterdam in the fastest way
possible. An extensive hinterland
network of rail, road and inland
waterways connects the Port of
Rotterdam with the rest of Europe.
Room for Expansion
The Port of Rotterdam Authority
welcomes new innovative solutions
to logistical challenges. Temporary
large-scale projects or long-term
mutual commitments are most
welcome in our port. Could
Rotterdam be the best port of call
for your business?
Please visit our website
www.portofrotterdam.com for more
information or contact us at
breakbulk@portofrotterdam.com.

Type of port

Base-, production-, import-, export-, supply-,
serviceport

Maximum draught port

23,65 m

Width of port entrance

600 m

Average tide range

1,2 m

Infrastructural restrictions (bridges, locks, power lines)

None

Heavy mobile cranes available

Yes, up to 1,800 tons

Possibility to tranship assembled materials for wind turbines
day and night

Yes

Offices available for rent

Yes

Available offshore sites for sale/lease

On request

Stevedoring companies

See list at: www.portofrotterdam.com/breakbulk

Total length of quay for offshore

6.500 m

Loading capacity quay

6 ton/m2

Jack-up possibilities

Yes

Graving mega dock

405 x 90 x 11,60 m

Number of mooring berths for jack-up vessels

1

Total length of jetty for service vessels

On request

Test location(s) available

Yes

Heliport available

Yes

Distance to airport

Rotterdam The Hague Airport 10 km

References wind farms

Full-service port existing windfarms, offshoreships
and storagelocations for windturbineparts

Testimonial
Rhenus Logistics
“Rotterdam is not just a port, it is a
place full of opportunities. The
combination of business,
knowledge, experience and
partnerships brought us the added
value we were looking for. By
deciding to base our operations in
the Port of Rotterdam, one single
choice gave us all the options!”
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PORT OF VLISSINGEN
ZEELAND SEAPORTS

A Strong Offshore Cluster
Within the offshore wind market,
Zeeland Seaports has been a
market leader for many years,
thanks to its strategic location
vis-à-vis many offshore oil and
gas rigs and wind farms in the
North Sea, and also thanks to the
excellent nautical access for
installation vessels: no locks and
no congestion.
Companies with a worldwide
reputation such as Verbrugge
Terminals and BOW terminal offer
the space, facilities and equipment needed for all the operations involved in the final construction and maintenance of
offshore farms. The 24/7 availability of heavy lift capacity makes
this port a perfect location for
heavy lift cargoes and efficient
transport to the construction
sites.
The strong offshore cluster that
Zeeland Seaports has built up
through the years offers numerous synergetic advantages and
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provides plenty of opportunities
for new commercial activity that
can further reinforce the offshore
wind cluster. Companies such as
Hoondert, VDS, GS Staalwerken
and Damen Shipyards are specialised in the construction and
maintenance of large steel
structures, Heerema provides
foundations for drilling platforms,
Mammoet is a specialist in the
field of heavy transport, Multraship can be deployed as a towage
service.
Whether it’s a question of physical space or facilitating new
activities, Zeeland Seaports offers
the utmost flexibility. It is without
good reason that this year the
twentieth wind farm was
delivered from the Port of Vlissingen.

www.zeelandseaports.com

Peter Geertse, commercial
manager offshore wind projects
Zeeland Seaports:
“Zeeland Seaports offers space,
speedy handling, state-of-the-art
facilities and a strong offshore
cluster. An appealing combination
for this branch with a promising
future.”
These two terminals, among
others, are available in
Vlissingen:
BOW Terminal
- Subsidiary of Kloosterboer group
- Family owned, founded in 1925
- Operational since 2010
- Terminal area of 20 ha dedicated
for offshore (wind) projects
- Heavy load quay length 340 m
- Additional 1,400 metres of quay
for general cargo/mobilization of
jack-up vessels

Type of port

Base port

Maximum draught port

16,5 m

Width of port entrance

350 m

Average tide range

4,5 m

Infrastructural restrictions (bridges, locks, power lines)

None

Heavy mobile cranes available

Yes

Possibility to tranship assembled materials for wind turbines
day and night

Yes

Offices available for rent

Yes

Available offshore sites for sale/lease

> 100 ha

Stevedoring companies

Verbrugge Terminals, Bow Terminals

Total length of quay for offshore

4740 m

Loading capacity quay

Up tp 15 ton/ m2

Jack-up possibilities

Yes

Number of mooring berths for jack-up vessels

> 10

Total length of jetty for service vessels

Approx. 500 m

Test location(s) available

Not yet, negotiable

Heliport available

Zeeland Airport 3,5 km

Distance to airport

Antwerpen Airport 85 km
The Hague Rotterdam Airport 130 km
Brussels Airport 120 km

References wind farms

> 20 projects executed, e.g. Greater Gabbard, Thanet,
London Array, Riffgat, MORL Offshore Wind Farm,
LINCS, Moray Offshore Metmast, Ekofisk jacket,
South Arne, Forties Alpha Satelite Platform, Dantysk,
Global Tech 1, Humber gateway, Sheringham Shoal,
Northwind, Anholt, Meerwind, Humber gateway,
Gemini, ENECO Luchterduinen.

In 2012, BOW Terminal invested in
the largest fixed heavy lift crane in
Europe (Gottwald MK 1500 crane),
with 1200 tonnes lifting capacity.
The availability of permanent heavy
lifting capacity and a strategic
partnership with ALE makes this
terminal a perfect location for
heavy lift cargoes and breakbulk
projects.
Verbrugge Terminals
- Family owned , founded in 1958
- 2 project terminals in Vlissingen
- Over 180 ha of terminal space
- 3 km of quay length
- Wide range and quantity of
stevedoring equipment, harbour
cranes up to 150MT
- Quay wall and infrastructure
deigned to handle 10-15MT/m2
- Jack-up capabilities
With extensive experience in
handling large-scale offshore
projects, Verbrugge Terminals offers
an ideal basis for logistics services
to offshore projects in the North Sea
area. A strategic partnership with
Sarens, a recognized global leader
in heavy lifting and special
transport, resulted in synergy in
know-how and capability.
Both terminals are fully operational
24 hrs, 7 days a week.
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PORT OF IJMUIDEN
EFFICIENT 2 IN 1 WITH AMSTERDAM

Optimal Supply Chain
Mission & Vision Energy is one
of three core focal areas of
Zeehaven IJmuiden. More specifically, servicing the oil and gas
supply chain as well as assembly,
installation and maintenance for
offshore wind farms. This focus
has led to investments in infrastructure and quay sides and are
aimed at maintaining flexibility
for suppliers and turnaround
times for work ships.
Strategy Zeehaven IJmuiden NV
has experience in facilitating and
accommodating the construction
of wind farms in the North Sea
and in various offshore related
project. The first two offshore
wind farms in the Netherlands
are installed and maintained in
IJmuiden.
Part of our strategy is participation in the Amsterdam IJmuiden
Offshore Port (AYOP), a publicprivate partnership in the North
Sea Canal area. With a shared
focus on offshore energy we
provide a unique network, plenty
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of space at a highly accessible
and central location in Europe.
Shared Ambition At Amsterdam
IJmuiden Offshore Port (AYOP) we
share the ambition to service the
total life cycle off offshore wind:
installation, operation & maintenance, renewal/refurbishment
and decommissioning offshore
wind energy farms within a radius
of 180 nautical miles from the
North Sea coast.
Knowledge Institutes Imares,
Energy Research Netherlands
(ECN), TNO, Deltares, Ecofys, MCN,
several universities can be found
within a radius of around 40
kilometres. Considering the
distances, we have a shared base
of institutes with Amsterdam and
the Netherlands.
Accessibility IJmuiden has a
direct connection to the sea. It is
highly accessible by sea, truck
and inland barge.

www.zeehaven.nl

Supply Chain
These companies among others
provide the full range of offshore
wind spectrum, whether advice and
input around the permit
procedures to heavy lift and
mobilisation:
- AllSeas
- Breman Offshore
- C-Ventus
- Eneco
- Iskes Tugs & Salvage
- Vestas MHI Maintance and
support
- Windcat Workboats
Wind Farm Projects
- Luchterduinen
- OWEZ
- Princess Amalia
Testimonial
ENECO
“IJmuiden is our ideal base location
and the port offers the flexibility we
need for installation and
maintenance for our Prinses Amalia
Windpark and Eneco Luchterduinen
Wind farms. We’ve experienced a
warm welcome from the beginning
and a true commitment to our
business.”
Type of port

Base-, import-/export-, serviceport

Maximum draught port

11 LAT

Width of port entrance

120 m

Average tide range

Average High Water level :
NAP + 0,97 m1, HAT : NAP + 1,40 m1
Average Low Water level :
NAP – 0,73 m1, LAT : NAP -1.00 m1

Infrastructural restrictions (bridges, locks, power lines)

None

Heavy mobile cranes available

Available at third party

Possibility to tranship assembled materials for wind turbines
day and night

24/7 h operations permitted

Offices available for rent

On site > 1.000 m2
Within 5 km radius > 5.000 m2

Available offshore sites for sale/lease

6 ha

Stevedoring companies (terminals, etc.)

2 units

Total length of quay for offshore

760 m

Loading capacity quay

Permitted quay load is 16,5-23.5 ton/m2 depending on
position on the quay. Two specially concrete
reinforced platforms at the waterfront are available.

Jack-up possibilities

Yes

Number of mooring berths for jack-up vessels

3

Total length of jetty for service vessels

Floating jetty system on conventional quay side and 3
boat landings for offshore wind service vessels.

Test location(s) available

ECN test farm < 35 km

Heliport available

20 km

Distance to airport

25 km Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

References wind farms

OWEZ Egmond aan zee
Princes Amalia assembly and installation base port.
Currently offshore wind maintenance
Eneco Luchterduinen project
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www.portofamsterdam.nl

HOLLAND
YOUR JUMP START
As much as we believe that the Netherlands offers a highly

www.portofdenhelder.eu

www.groningen-seaports.com

strategic location to your company, we also believe that your
company would be of major strategic importance to the Dutch
offshore industry. You can therefore be sure the Dutch

www.harlingenseaport.nl

government, at all levels, as well as any Dutch partners involved,
will facilitate the potential set up of your business. This brochure
describes the many advantages of locating your potential business
activities in Holland.

www.portofrotterdam.nl

www.zeehaven.nl

www.zeelandseaports.com

www.nfia.nl

We offer you an opportunity to further investigate
the potential of your business case together with
the Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency (NFIA),
´TKI Wind op Zee´, ´Top Sector Energy´ and the
offshore seaports in the regions of Groningen,
Friesland, Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland and Zeeland,
quickly and on a confidential basis.
Next steps include:
• Setting up preliminary in-person meetings and
provide up-to-date, personalized information on
the Netherlands in general, relevant business
locations, Dutch legislation and tax regulations,
labor issues, permit procedures, governmental
incentives and many other subjects.
• Offering personal guidance and counselling,
starting in the country of origin, regarding site

selection and logistics strategies, tax structures,
labor and permits.
• Organizing customized fact-finding trips in close
cooperation with its network of regional
economic development partners, including
introductions with relevant business partners,
government authorities, a variety of Dutch
networks and service suppliers, and other
relevant contacts in the investment process.
• Presenting concrete solutions that simplify and
optimize establishment in the Netherlands.

www.nfia.nl

www.topsectorenergie.nl

www.tki-windopzee.nl

Disclaimer
The information contained in this
document has been compiled with great
care by the NFIA, ‘TKI Wind op Zee’,
´TopSector Energy´ and the provinces of
Groningen, Noord-Holland, Zeeland as
accurate to the best of their knowledge at
the time of compilation. However, this
document is provided for informational
purposes only and no rights can be derived
from it.
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Take the shortest route in achieving your offshore wind power plans:
start in the Netherlands! Contribute to European offshore wind farms
from the most strategic location with state-of-the-art wind powerknowledge. “The Netherlands? The Easiest Choice!”

CONTACT www.nfia.nl

